
Activate through Film!

is an initiative that uses film to 
promote social change and create 
communities of interest. We 
organize a series of monthly 
meetings where the screening of 
short films addressing compelling 
social issues is followed by a 
discussion with academics, activists 
and representatives of different 
organizations, whose work relates 
to the issue addressed so that they 
can share with us their mission, 
actions and personal reflections on 
what can be done, here and now! 

This initiative seizes the frustration 
and powerlessness that as viewers 
of social documentaries we 
experience and transform those 
emotions into a momentum that 
leads to action once information 
and resources are aptly provided. 

Led by the Filmmaking for Social 
Research Program Associate 
Director in collaboration with the 
University Student Of Urban and 
Regional Planning, Department of 
Urban & Regional Planning. 
Sponsored by the UH Student 
Activity and Program Fee Board

Upcoming Activate 

through Film! events

Join us every last 
monday* of the 
month from 6:00 
p.m. @ Art 101
ACTIVATE YOUR LEGS! April 4, 2011
*please note, this event is not 
scheduled on the last Monday, but the 
first monday of April.

DEFINING WEALTH FOR OURSELVES 
April 25, 2011

Light refreshment will be served

On March 28 

join us to better 
understand where our  

food comes from. 

We will be screening 
shorts followed by a 

conversation with 
scholars, practitioners, 

and community 
representatives     

working  towards the 
creation of a  

sustainable and    
resilient food system                 

in Hawai’i  

For further information, or if you are 
interested in presenting and/or 

volunteering, please contact 
veraz@hawaii.edu      

   

Growing the Future

This film examines the food system 
in Hawaii through the lens of Farm to 
School programs. By Nicole Lowen 
(12 minutes) 

One More Dead Fish

In Nova Scotia, Canada, six 
desperate fishermen fight regulations 
which let corporations destroy their 
traditional fishing grounds. By Allan 
and Stefan Forbes (8 minutes)

Amsterdam Market

A local organization in NYC working 
to create a permanent market of 
purveyors dedicated to regional and 
sustainable food. (7:16 minutes)

  
Activate for a   

sustainable food 
system, NOW
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